PEDAYAK WITH A SIDE FLOAT

In the spirit of the Polynesian pendulum pirogues that crossed the Pacific, a
stabilising side float is mounted on one side of the PEDAYAK and held
together with a structure and a trampoline, the same as that of the PEDAYAK
TRIO.
It offers you a comfortable space that can accommodate up to 2 extra people
(1 adult and one kid), allowing you to sunbathe away from the beach, swim,
picnic, or bring camping or diving equipment with you.
The PEDAYAK PRAO allows both beachside leisure activities and navigation
for raid and excursion type, further away from the coast, in complete safety.
With its rigging it becomes a very pleasant sailing boat, always flat and
running straight, even in gusty winds. The rigging, which is not guyed, can be
assembled or disassembled, even at sea, in one minute.

Features

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

Unsinkable self-emptying hulls in
rotomoulded polyethylene "sit on top" type.
Length x width :
360 x 170 cm
Weight :
56 kg
Floatability :
500 liters
Maximum recommended load : 220 kg
Maximum recommended users : 2 adults
and 1 children
Sailing category : D
Certification and marking CE

KEY ADVANTAGES :
All the advantages of PEDAYAK :








« Hands free » : allows for fishing, strolling, sailing, photo, video, telephone, binoculars observation,
etc.
Can beach : propeller and rudder are protected by 2 keels, go in very shallow areas (35 cm draught).
Go reverse by back-pedalling, manoeuvring thanks to its rudder located behind the propeller.
Environment friendly : No CO² emission, silent, 100% recyclable components.
Unsinkable, sea proven. Comfortable with its ergonomic backrest.
Storage compartments for GPS, bottles and cans, bottle holder, front and rear storage bins.
More than 10 accessories available for fishing, sailing, raid, tourism.

Additional advantages of the PEDAYAK PRAO :
 Can accommodate one or two extra passengers.
 Very stable, especially when sailing.
 Modular : can be fitted with a SAIL, can be assembled in MONO (by dismantling the structure), DUO (by
assembling another PEDAYAK in place of the PRAO side float) ELECTRIC (electric drive) versions, making it
possible to adapt to different uses: strolling with children, diving, excursions, bivouacs, etc.
A stable sailboat that allows its pilot to relax!

Swimming and sunbathing

Good in strong winds and sea !

Safe for children

Steering control stick and tiller: right or left direction

Strolling for three

Propeller and rudder
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